2015 - Original Papers


Hoffman, P., Clarke, N., Jones, R.W., Noonan, K.A.
Vocabulary relearning in semantic dementia: Positive and negative consequences of increasing variability in the learning experience. *Neuropsychologia.* 2015 Jan 10. [Epub ahead of print]


Trigg R, Jones RW, Knapp M, King D, Lacey LA; DADE-2 Investigator Groups.

2014 - Original Papers

Canevelli, M., Adali, N., Kelaïditi, E., Cantet, C., Ousset, P-J., Cesari, M. Ictus DSA Group [Jones RW member of ictus study group]


Clarke, N. & Jones, R.W.


Haro, J.M., Kahle-Wrobleski, K., Bruno, G., Belger, M., Dell’Agnello, G., Dodel, R., Jones, R.W., Reed, C.C., Vellas, B., Wimo, A. & Argimon, J.M.


2014 - Book Chapters

Jones, R.W.

2013 - Original Papers


The Association Between APOE ε4 and Alzheimer-type Dementia Among Memory Clinic Patients is Confined to those with a Higher Education. The DESCRIPA Study. J Alzheimers Dis 2013; 35: 241-246


2013 - Book Chapters

Jones, R.W.

Jones, R.W.

2012 - Original Papers

Francis, P.T., Parsons, C.G. & Jones, R.W.

Hoffman, P., Jones, R.W. & Lambon Ralph, M.A.,
The degraded concept representation system in semantic dementia: damage to pan-modal hub, then visual spoke. Brain 2012; 135: 3770-80.

Hoffman P, Jefferies E, Ehsan S, Jones RW, Lambon Ralph MA.

Hoffman P, Jones RW & Lambon Ralph MA.
Be concrete to be comprehended: Consistent imageability effects in semantic dementia for nouns, verbs, synonyms and associates. Cortex 2012; 49(5): 1206-1218. (co-author)


Noonan KA, Pryer LR, Jones RW, Burns AS, Lambon Ralph MA

Trigg R, Watts S, Jones R, Tod A, Elliman R.


**2012 – Conference Abstracts**


Relationship between healthcare, social care costs, dependence on others as illness progresses in Alzheimer’s disease (AD): results from dependence in AD in England (DADE) study. *European Journal of Neurology* 2012; 19:S1

Lacey, L., Jones, R.W., Trigg, R., Niecko, T. (Dade Study Group)


Lyketsos C, Tariot P, Jones R and Kinney G, Abushakra S.


**Trigg, R., Jones, R.W.,** Lacey, L., Niecko, T. (Dade Investigator Group)

Relationship between self-assessed and proxy-assessed quality of life (QoL) and dependence in Alzheimer’s disease (AD): results from dependence in AD in England (DADE) study. *European Journal of Neurology,* 2012 19: S1

**2011 – Original Papers**


2011 – Conference Abstracts

Jones RW
Are extensive examinations necessary in the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s Disease? The case against!
European Journal of Neurology. 2011; 18:18

2011 – Reviews

Jones RW
Drug treatment for people with dementia.
Clinical Medicine 2011; 11(1): 67-71

2010 – Original Papers

Effect of Donepezil on Cognition in Severe Alzheimer’s Disease: A Pooled Data Analysis.
Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease 2010; 21(3):843-851

Memantine for patients with Parkinson’s disease dementia or dementia with Lewy bodies: a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial. Lancet Neurol 2010; 9(10):969-77

Randomized controlled trial of atorvastatin in mild to moderate Alzheimer’s Disease. Neurology 2010; 74: 956-964

A Qualitative Assessment of the Concept of Dependence in Alzheimer’s Disease
American Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease and Other Dementias 2010; 25(3): 239-247

Effects of donepezil on activities of daily living: integrated analysis of patient data from studies in mild, moderate and severe Alzheimer’s disease.
International Psychogeriatrics 2010; 22(6): 973-983

Differences in resource use and costs of dementia care between European countries: baseline data from the ICTUS study
J Nutr Health Aging 2010; 14(8): 648-54

Determining the minimum clinically important differences for outcomes in the DOMINO trial.
Int J Geriatr Psychiatry 2010 Sep 16 (E Pub)

Jones RW
Dimebon disappointment
Alzheimer’s Research Therapy 2010 2(25) (E pub)
Jones RW, Andrieu S, Knox S, Mackell J
Physicians and caregivers: ready and waiting for increased participation in clinical research.

Jones RW, Mackell J, Berthet K, Knox S
Assessing attitudes and behaviours surrounding Alzheimer’s Disease in Europe: key findings of the important perspectives of Alzheimer’s care and treatment (Impact) survey.
*The Journal of Nutrition, Health & Aging* 2010; **14**(7): 525-530

Lambon Ralph MA, Sage K, Jones RW and Mayberry E.
Coherent concepts are computed in the anterior temporal lobes.
*Proc Natl Acad Sci USA* 2010; **107**(6): 2717-22

Predicting cognitive decline in Alzheimer’s disease: An integrated analysis.
*Alzheimers Dement* 2010 **6**(6): 431-439

Metzler-Baddeley C, Baddeley RJ, Lovell PG, Laffan A, Jones RW
Visual Impairments in Dementia with Lewy Bodies and Posterior Cortical Atrophy. *Neurophychology* 2010; **24**(1): 35-48


Clinical practice with anti-dementia drugs: a revised (second) consensus statement from the British Association for Psychopharmacology. *Journal of Psychopharmacology* 2010; **0**(0): 1-23


2010 – Review Article

Jones RW
A review comparing the safety and tolerability of memantine with the acetylcholinesterase inhibitors. *International Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry* 2010; **25**(6): 547-553

2010 – Book Review

Jones, RW
Clinical Trials in Psychiatry, 2nd edition
*International Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry* 2010; **25**(5): 545-545

2010 – Editorial and Commentary

Jones, RW
The time has arrived to meet the challenge of Alzheimer’s disease in Europe
2009 – Book Chapter


2009 – Review Article

Methodological issues in primary prevention trials for neurodegenerative dementia
Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease 2009; 16: 235-70

2009 – Original Papers

Cheston R, Jones R
A small-scale study comparing the impact of psycho-education and exploratory psychotherapy groups on newcomers to a group for people with dementia. Aging & Mental Health 2009; 13: 420-25

Cormack D
Mindful-Talk
Journal of Critical Psychology, Counselling and Psychotherapy 2009; 9 (1) 6-14

Jefferies E, Patterson K, Jones RW, Lambon Ralph MA
Comprehension of concrete and Abstract Words in Semantic Dementia
Neuropsychology 2009, 23:492-99

Rates of Cognitive Change in Alzheimer’s disease: Observations Across a Decade of Placebo-controlled clinical Trials with Donepezil
Alzheimer Dis Assoc Disord 2009; 23(4):357-364

Gifford J, Jones R

Hoffman P, Jefferies E, Ehsan S, Jones RW, Lambon Ralph MA
Semantic memory is key to binding phonology: Converging evidence from immediate serial recall in semantic dementia and healthy participants. Neuropsychologia 2009; 47: 747-60

Laffan A, Jones R
Do Memory Aids help?
J Dementia Care 2009; 17(3); 38

Metzler-Baddeley C, Baddeley RJ

Effectiveness of donepezil in reducing clinical worsening in patients with mild-to-moderate Alzheimer’s disease.
2009 – Book Reviews

Cormack D

Cormack D
Gentlecare: changing the experience of Alzheimer’s disease in a positive way, by Moyra Jones. *J Dementia Care* 2009; 17 (1): 32

2009 – Poster Presentations

Emre M (and the 11018 study investigators including Jones RW).
A Randomised Double-blind, placebo controlled 6-Month study of the efficacy and safety of Memantine in Patients with Parkinson’s Disease Dementia (PDD) or Dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB).
Poster at the 13th Congress of the European Federation of Neurological Societies (EFNS), Florence, Italy 12-15 September 2009

2008 – Book Chapters

User-led design of technology to improve quality of life for people with dementia.

2008 – Original Papers


Jefferies E, Hoffman P, Jones R, Lambon Ralph MA


Metzler-Baddeley C, Salter A & Jones R
The significance of dyslexia screening for the assessment of dementia in older people. *Int J Geriatr Psychiatry* 2008; 23(7): 766-8

Metzler-Baddeley C, Baddiley RJ
Does adaptive training work? *Appl Cog Psychol* 2008 Epub

2008 – Editorial and Commentary

EADC (European Alzheimer Disease Consortium) Recommendations for Future Alzheimer Disease Research in Europe

2008 – Reviews

Endpoints for trials in Alzheimer’s disease: a European task force consensus.
The Lancet Neurology 2008: 7(5): 436-450

2008 – Research Letters

NOGC Guidelines should be implemented
British Medical Journal 2008; 337: 1251

2007 – Reviews

Jones RW
Primary prevention of dementia
*Psychiatry* 2007; 6(12): 511-13

Metzler-Baddeley C
A review of cognitive impairments in Dementia with Lewy bodies relative to Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease with dementia

Trigg R, Jones RW & Skevington SM
Can people with to moderate dementia provide reliable answers about the quality of life?
*Age and Ageing* 2007; 36(6): 663-669

2007 – Book Chapters

Jones RW

Jones RW, Morris K, Nutt D

2007– Editorial and Commentary

2007 – Original Papers

Howard J, Juszczyk E, Ballard C et al (Jones RW)
(for the CALM-D trial Group)

*Jones RW* (co-author with ICTUS Study Group)
The ICTUS Study: Prospective Longitudinal Observational Study of 1,380 AD Patients in Europe.
*Neuroepidemiology* 2007; 29: 29-38

*Jones RW*, Bayer A, Inglis F, Barder A, Phyl R

*Jones RW, Trigg R*

*Trigg R, Skevington SM, Jones RW*


2006 – Original Papers

*Jefferies E, Patterson K, Bateman D, Jones R, Lambon Ralph MA.*

*Jones RW* (co-author with BAP Dementia Consensus Group)


2006 – Book Chapters


2006 – Poster Presentations


2006 – Book Review

*Jones RW*
Trial Designs and Outcomes in Dementia Therapeutic Research. Eds Rockwood K,Gauthier S *Age and Ageing* 2006; 35:1
2006 – Published Abstracts

Trigg R, Jones R, Skevington S
The Bath Assessment of Subjective Quality of Life in Dementia (BASQID). Alzheimer’s Research Trust conference, Manchester, March 2006

2006 - Misc

Jones RW (Member of the NICE Guideline Development Group)

2005 – Original Papers

Jefferies E, Jones R, Bateman D, Lambon Ralph MA

2005 – Journal Articles


Metzler-Baddeley C, Snowden J

Moulin CJA, Conway MA, Thompson RG, James N, Jones RW
Disordered Memory Awareness: Recollective Confabulation in Two Cases of Persistent Déjà vu. Neuropsychologia 2005; Nov 25:12-17

Thompson RG, Moulin CJA, Hayre S & Jones RW

2005 – Poster Presentations

Jones RW, Bayer A, Inglis F, Phul R
Once-daily dosing of memantine found to be safe and tolerable as twice-daily dosing in a 12-week, double-blind study in moderate to severe Alzheimer’s disease 12th International Congress of the International Psychogeriatric Association (IPA), Stockholm, Sweden, 20-24 September 2005.

2005 – Research Letters

Howcroft DJ
Treatment options for the person with Alzheimer’s disease. Practice Nurse 2005; Nov 25:12-17

Howcroft DJ, Jones RW
Does modafinil have the potential to improve disrupted sleep patterns in patients with dementia? Int J Geriatr Psychiatry 2005; 20: 492-5
Jones RW, Soininen H, Hager K, Passmore P, Aarsland D
Response to letter by Bullock and Truyen (Not all head-to-head trials are created equal: Results from an open-label, short-term study seem inconsistent with previous literature; Bullock R, Truyen L). Int J Geriatr Psychiatry 2005; 20: 85-9

2005 - Editorials

Jones RW

2004 – Original Papers

Jefferies E, Jones RW, Bateman D, Lambon Ralph MA

Tales A; Muir J; Jones RW; Bayer A; Snowden RJ
The effects of saliency and task difficulty on visual search performance in ageing and Alzheimer’s disease Neuropsychologia 2004; 42(3): 335-245

2004 – Journal Articles

Jefferies E, Patterson K, Jones RW, Bateman D, Lambon Ralph MA

Jones RW, Soininen H, Harger K, Aarsland D, Passmore P, the DONGAL Study Group, Murthy A, Zhang R, Bahra R

Howcroft D
Caring for a person with Alzheimer’s disease. Mental Health Practice Journal 2004; 7 (8) 31-37

Moulin CJA, James N, Freeman JE, Jones RW

Thompson R
Memory group brings invaluable social support. Journal of Dementia Care 2004; 12: (2) 10

Thompson R
Understanding Dyslexia in the Memory Clinic. Journal of Dementia Care 2004 (Nov/Dec); 35-37

Thompson R & Keene K
The pros and cons of caffeine. The Psychologist 2004; 17 (12):698-701

Thompson RG, Moulin CJA, Conway MA, & Jones RW

Thompson RG, Moulin CJA, Ridel GL, Hayre S, Conway MA, & Jones RW

Tyler LK, Stamatakis EA, Jones RW, Bright P, Acres K, Marslen-Wilson WD

**2004 - Editorials**

Jones RW
Dementia, postcode prescribing and NICE. *Age and Ageing* 2004; 33: 331-332.

**2004 - Oral and Poster Presentations**

Thompson RG, Moulin CJA, Conway MA, & Jones RW
Persistent déjà vu; disordered memory awareness. 6Th National Memory Clinic Conference, Bristol, UK 2004

Thompson RG, Moulin CJA, Ridel GL, Hayre, S., Conway MA., & Jones RW
Recall of 9/11 in Alzheimer’s disease: Further evidence for intact flashbulb memory. 6Th National Memory Clinic Conference, Bristol, UK 2004-06-10

**2004 – Book Chapters**

Jones RW

**2004 – Other**


**2003 – Journal Articles**

Howcroft D
Sleep and the person with dementia. *Journal of Dementia Care* 2003; 11: 33-36

Jones RW

Jones RW

Mann JB, Jones RW
Moulin CJA, James N, Perfect TJ, Jones RW
Knowing what you cannot recognise: further evidence for intact metacognition in Alzheimer’s disease

2003 – Published Abstracts

Della Valle NS, Barcia RN, Jones RW, McLeod JD
Variance in intracellular apoptotic pathways of T cells derived from young and old donors. Biochemical Transactions. 2003; 31(2)

2003 – Oral and Poster Presentations

What does the recall of 9/11 tell us about the episodic memory deficit observed in Alzheimer’s disease? British Psychological Society Conference, Bournemouth, March 2003

Thompson R, Rogers P, Hayre S, Jones R
Caffeine Consumption in Older Adults British Psychological Society Conference, Bournemouth, March 2003

Trigg R, Skevington S, Jones R
Measuring Subjective Quality of Life in People with Dementia Department of Medical Sciences Research Meeting, University of Bath April 2003

2002 – Journal Articles

Jones RW

Moulin CJA, Perfect TJ, Conway MA, North AS, Jones RW, James N

Perfect TJ, Moulin CJA, Conway MA, Perry E

Tales A, Muir JL, Bayer A, Jones R, Snowden RJ

Tales A, Butler SR, Fossey J, Gilchrist ID, Jones RW, Troscianko T

Thompson R
Collaborative Memory: Are two heads better than one? The Psychologist 2002. 15(12): 616-9

2002 – Book Chapters

Moulin CJA, Perfect TJ, Fitch F
Moulin CJA

2002 – Book Reviews

Jones RW
Clinicians’ Guide to Sleep Medicine/Sleep Medicine (2 books) BMJ 2002; 325: 1179

2002 – Published Abstracts

Freeman J, Ellis J, Moulin CJA
The Representation of Delayed Intentions in Healthy Older Adults and Alzheimer’s Disease Patients. 8th International Conference on Alzheimer’s disease and Related Disorders, Stockholm, Sweden July 2002 Neurobiology of Aging; 23(1S): S257

Jones RW, Raschig A, Müller A, Müller S

Moulin CJA, James N, Jones RW, Perfect TJ
Evidence for Preserved Memory Awareness in Alzheimer’s disease 8th International Conference on Alzheimer’s disease and Related Disorders, Stockholm, Sweden July 2002 Neurobiology of Aging; 23(1S): S37

First Head to Head Study comparing the Efficacy of donepezil and galantamine in Alzheimer’s disease 15th Congress of the European College of Neuropsychopharmacology October 2002 European Neuropsychopharmacology; 12(3): S385

2002 – Oral and Poster Presentations

Late-breaking News: First head to head study comparing the tolerability and efficacy of donepezil and galantamine in Alzheimer’s disease. 7th International Symposium, Geneva, April 2002

Thompson RG, Conway MA
Collaborative Memory in Older Adults: Can 1+1 = 2.5? Cognitive Aging Conference Atlanta, USA April 2002

Trigg R
Development of a Measure of Subjective Quality of Life for use with People with Dementia Psychology Department Research Forum, University of Bath May 2002

Trigg R, Skevington S, Jones R
Measuring Quality of Life in People with Dementia British Psychological Society Division of Health Psychology annual conference in Sheffield September 2002

Trigg R
How People With Dementia View Their Quality Of Life: Implications For The Development Of A New Measure. 18th International Conference of Alzheimer’s Disease International, Barcelona, Spain, October 2002
Trigg R
How People With Dementia View Their Quality Of Life: Implications For The Development Of A New Measure. UK Dementia Research Group Meeting in Wolverhampton, October 2002. Winner of Best Poster award

Trigg R, Wood V
The Subjective Index of Physical and Social Outcome: A measure for use in stroke Research into Practice Conference in Swindon, November 2002